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Across
1. Possesses a power ring that
can be used to control the
physical world
3. He's faster than a speeding
bullet.
5. First modern black super-
hero
8. Member of The Avengers;
he can fly
10. The member of
the Fantastic Four, he's
"rocky."
11. Member of the X-Men;
can control the weather
13. Field leader of the X-Men.
15. Part of the Fantastic Four;
married to 9 down
19. Arch-enemy of 7 down
21. Member of the Justice
League; wears a tuxedo and
fishnets.
22. One of 32 across' enemies,
he can shape shift
23. Member of the X-Men,

she finds her absorbing power
a curse

26. He's a "hot" member of
the Fantastic Four

28. One of 32 across' enemies on Down
the big screen 1. His motorcycle is on fire.
30. One of the best-known female 2. This X-Men antagonist was a

superheroes holocaust survivor.

31. He becomes green with anger. 4. He waged a one-man war on

32. This photographer was trans- the mob; they killed his family

formed after an arachnid bit him. 6. Handicapped founder of the X-
33. She's got claws and a whip, Men.

and is an adversary of the impor- 7. Member of the X-Men; he's

one of the most intelligent human rorizing 32 across

beings.
12. Blind, he's one of the few visible pupils
superherdes with a disability. 24. The ninja/assassin who is
14. During, the Golden Age of involved with 12 down

20. First to wear a mask with no

Comic Books, he was one of the 25. He made a deal with a demon
most popular
16. He wears armor

to see his wife one last time
27. He's a large red-skinned

17. Dressing like a clown, he's demon with a tail
one of Bruce Wayne's enemies. 29. The ; he's got super
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tant super hero who has been left got retractable claws
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Raging Bull

Sushi

Scorsese getting Oscarfied

Finding out you have a gambling addiction
No SGA Presidental candidates

New Jersey (goes double for Newark)

Being over-qualified for a job...

...and not even getting hired

18. He flies on a glider and speed
throws pumpkin bombs while ter-
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1 1 Mike Sharkey 14'401 Z:01 This week's Sharkrypto is a simple substitution cipher in which each pair ofnumbers stands g..A
for a specific letter. No punctuation, quotation marks, or apostrophies are used in the 1 ~vi
encrypted quote.
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